
2019 HAYDEN GREBERT MEMORIAL 

BASS CLASSIC 

Rules & Regulations – All anglers MUST read this. 

- All anglers are to attend the briefing at 6:30pm on Friday the 22nd March at 

Copmanhurst showground. 

- Teams event, 2 per boat. 

- Lure and fly casting only is permitted. Trolling or bait will NOT be allowed. 

- Longest overall length of 5 biggest fish for the weekend. (Combined total of 5 fish 

per team) 

- The event is NOT a live weigh-in as previous years, as this will cancel out any 

potential harm caused to the fish. 

- You will be given catch cards and measuring mats to document all fish caught. 

- Only fish 30cm fork length and longer are eligible for your 5 biggest bass.  

- Photos taken must have the daily key tag clearly visible. 

- You can use a phone or camera to take the photos. 

- BIG BASS prizes for each day. 

- You MUST only fish in the designated areas, Copmanhurst boat ramp up to the 

Grafton Bridge and up the Orara River to Tindal Bridge. 

- You MUST only fish within the designated fishing times. 

- You can be on your fishing spot and waiting for the start time. 

- Everyone MUST sign on and collect key tags before leaving to the boat ramp they 

wish to launch at. 

- Anyone not back at the sign off area with their key tags and catch cards at the 

session finish time WILL be disqualified for that session. 

- Sign on/off area is at the Copmanhurst Showground. 

- All pairs of anglers are to stay with each other at all times, to ensure safety and to 

validate co-anglers catches. Additionally, anglers are not permitted to fish from 

outside their vessels at any time during sessions, including fighting and landing fish.  

- Only Australian Bass are eligible for points.  

- Boats should remain a cast apart (minimum 30metres) while fishing. 


